Register for Superfast Wireless
Broadband in Dundry and
join the 90+ homes that
are already looking forward
to speeds that deliver!
You may not know it, but you could be doing something extremely important today for
YOUR community...By registering your interest for Wight Wireless FWA Superfast
Broadband, you have taken a powerful step in the connectivity of your community,
while ensuring that your home is future proof, as the demands of data inflation change.

Our Products

Wight Wireless means a reliable connection, with great latency and very little
contention i.e. fit for today and the future. By taking a Wight Wireless service, you will
no longer be encumbered by an ageing infrastructure, or reliant upon companies that
are content to sell 'superfast' services when it clearly is not.

Wight Wireless in Dundry
You may have heard of Wight Wireless
in regards to our recent activity in
working with The Dundry Broadband
Group, if not…well where have you
been? We’ve been working on
providing superfast speeds that only
Wight Wireless can deliver in Dundry.
To put it simply, you know you deserve
a better choice in a broadband service
that you ‘actually’ receive! For some
of you, it may have been some time
since you have heard from a company
that does what it says on the label
‘Wight Wireless a Superfast FWA ISP’.
That said, we’ve been busy, busy planning how we’ll be building out our network and
looking very closely at how to reach as many homes as possible, even in the hardest to
reach locations. We’d be really pleased if you could register by emailing me
(charles.turton@wightwireless.net) with your full address and contact details...and your
CDS Voucher code if you have one.
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And while you are at it perhaps you could chat to
your friends and neighbours to get them on board!
Very soon (weeks not months), we’ll be ready to
deliver service to you, and we could not be more
delighted to so!

So, what happens next?
Well, if you register I'll be sending out updates specifically about Dundry, letting
you know valuable information about:
•

The ease of switch and transition.

•

The uptake levels for your area & what you can do to help.

•

Answering any outstanding questions, you may have…

So, for now, a big thank you for reading this ‘flyer and hopefully providing your
much needed support, and in the meantime, be nice to YOUR Dundry Broadband
group (all volunteers) who have done so much to get this great initiative off the
ground, so to speak �
If you have any questions whatsoever, please don't hesitate to get in touch
direct with me on my direct number 07483 231793 or contact our office on
01983 770000.
Kind regards,
Wight Wireless and The Dundry Broadband Group
More information can also be found at www.dundry.org.uk/forum/ or by mailing Webmaster@dundry.org.uk
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